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an action lies for the recovery of a lost bet. This is well illus-
trated by Moulis v.
The defendant gave to the plaintiff in Algiers a cheque drawn on an
English bank for money which he had borrowed from the plaintiff in
order to play at baccarat in the local club. The loan and the cheque were
valid by French law. The plaintiff sued in England on the cheque.
He failed for the simple reason that he sued on the cheque,
not on the loan. The contract contained in the English cheque
was governed by English law, as being the law of the country
with which the contract had the most substantial connexion.
As Kennedy L.J. said in a later case:
4 In a transaction which culminated in the giving of a cheque payable
in England, the question at issue ought to be regarded as governed by
the law of England.'2
Incongruous though it may seem, one result of drawing the
distinction between a security and the contract in respect of
which it has been given is that a person, who receives an English
cheque in payment of a gambling loan made in a country where
gambling is lawful, may disregard the cheque and successfully
maintain an action on the loan.3 His possession of an unenforce-
able security does not preclude him from recovering the money
on the alternative ground.
Another example of a requirement essential to the creation illustrated
of a valid contract is that the type of obligation undertaken
by the promisor should be legally effective. Legal systems do
not always agree on this matter. Thus the general English
rules subject to certain exceptions, is that a promise made by
A to B to confer a benefit on C is not enforceable by C, since
there is no privity of contract between him and A. On the other
hand, Scots law allows C to sustain an action against A^ upon
proof of a clear intention in the contracting parties to confer
the benefit upon him.4 A conflict of this nature between two
internal laws may raise a problem of the choice of law,
Suppose that A €sf Co.^ an English firm carrying on business in Eng-
land, promises J5, one of its employees who is domiciled in England,
that in certain eventualities it will pay £5,000 to S's daughter, C, The
1 [1907] i K.B. 746.
z Sax&y v. Fulton, [1909] 2 K.B. 208, 233.
3	Sodltt Ananyme des Grands Stablisstmtnts dit Tottfuet Paris-P&ge v.
Baumgart, [1927] 96 LJ. (K.B.) 789; aliter in a purely domestic case, Car/to*
Hall Club v. Laurence, [1929] 2 K.B. 155.
4	Gloag, The Law of Contract* pp. 235

